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Abstract
We examined correlates (sex, size, age) of variation in maximal burst speed
(racetrack) and in stamina (time until exhaustion at 0.5 km . h-1) in twopopulations of the iguanid lizard Sceloporus merriami in Big Bend National Park, Texas.
Because these populations were known demographically and were studied in several years, we were able to examine the effects of adult age on performance, the
between-year repeatability of individualperformance, and environmental correlates ofyearly variation in performance. Variation in locomotor capacities was
striking. Males were faster than females, and lizards from the Grapevine Hills were
faster than thosefrom Boquillas (lower elevation). However, sex andpopulation
did not affect stamina. Young adults (1-yr-olds) were slightly faster but had slightly
less stamina than did older adults (2-3-yr-olds). Adult size (mass, snout-vent
length, hind limb length) had little efect on performance. Average performance
variedsignificantly among years, but stamina varied more than did speed. Stamina
was highest in a summerpreceded by relatively wetfall and winter. Despite the
between-year variation in average performance, individual speed and stamina
are both significantly repeatable over at least 1 yr. Neither tail loss nor toe loss
affected sprint speed, but body temperature had a marked effect on speed.

Introduction
The ability to sprint quickly or to sustain activityfor long periods not only
tests an animal's physiological and morphological capacities, but may also
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influence how well it capturesprey, evades predators,or interactssocially
(Huey and Stevenson 1979;Bennett 1980a; Arnold 1983;Bennett and Huey
1990). The maximallocomotor performancesof animalshave received considerable attention,especially regardingtwo main issues. First,what are the
genetical, physiological, and morphological bases of variation in performance (Taylorand Weibel 1981; Bennett, Huey, andJohn-Alder1984; Garland 1984, 1985; Huey and Hertz 1984b;Bennett 1987; Gleeson and Harrison 1988;Jayne and Bennett 1989a, 1989b;Tsujiet al. 1989)? Second, what
are the ecological and behavioralcauses and consequences of thatvariation
(Huey and Stevenson 1979; Shine 1980; Christianand Tracy 1981; Arnold
1983; Huey and Hertz 1984b; Snell et al. 1988; Pough 1989; Bennett and
Huey 1990)?
In 1984 we began a long-termstudy of locomotor performanceof demographicallyknown populationsof the iguanid Sceloporusmerriami,a small,
rock-dwelling lizard found in southwestern Texas and adjacent Coahuila
and Chihuahua,Mexico. In each yearwe measuredmaximalsprintspeed or
stamina (or both) of lizardsfrom two populations. Our primarygoals were
(1) to searchfor correlates(e.g., sex, age, size, year) of variationin maximal
speed and in staminaand (2) to analyze some ecological consequences of
thatvariation.In a previous paper (Huey and Dunham 1987) we examined
the between-year (1984-1985) repeatability of sprint speed. Using data
gathered between 1984 and 1988, we now address the firstgoal in detail,
that is, determining whether performancevaries among years and populations with respect to sex, adult age, size, tail condition, reproductivestate
of females, and individual identity. We also briefly examine whether patterns of between-yearvariabilityin performancecorrelate with rainfall.Finally, we present experimental dataon the effects of body temperatureand
of tail loss on sprintspeed. In a subsequent paper we will analyze the complementaryquestion of whether variationin locomotor performancecorrelates with survivorship.
We selected S. merriami for analyses because two populations of these
lizardshave been the subjectof intensive, long-termstudies of their demography,behavior,and ecology (Dunham 1978, 1980, 1981; Rubyand Dunham
1987;Dunham,Grant,and Overall 1989). As a result, knowledge of the general ecology of this species is exceptionally detailed not only at the population level, but at the individuallevel. Age, reproductivecondition, and social
statusare known for manyindividuals.We exploit some of this demographic
and ecological informationin analyses of our physiological data. Because
we know each lizard'sage, we can determine whether and how age affects
locomotor capacities;because all lizards are individually marked,we can
determine whether locomotor performanceis repeatablethroughtime. The
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incorporation of a demographic perspective into physiological studies is
overdue.

Material
andMethods
Lizardsused in these experiments were collected in late June and earlyJuly
of 1984-1988 (National ParkService permit to A.E.D.) at two sites in Big
Bend National Parkin southern Texas. The sites are described in detail in
Ruby and Dunham (1987) and Dunham et al. (1989). Boquillas (altitude
= 560 m) is a narrow limestone (Cretaceous) wash that drains southward
into the Rio Grande.The GrapevineHills sites (II and IV of Dunham 1978,
1980, 1981) are on west- or southwest-facinghillsides of a granitic lacolith
(altitude = 1,036 m). These populations,separatedby 35 km, are physically
isolated by lack of contiguous habitat, have different but overlapping
flora, and differ in annual rainfall and temperature (Dunham et al. 1989;
see below).
Lizardswere collected in the morning from the Grapevine Hills and in
the morning or evening from Boquillas and taken to a nearby laboratory.
Afterat least 1 h, we began performancetrials.We measured maximalburst
speed in every year but 1986, and stamina every year beginning in 1986.
Speed and stamina were measured on the first afternoon and following
morning, respectively, following capture.Because locomotor performance
is highly temperature sensitive (Bennett 1980a; Hertz, Huey, and Nevo
a rangecho1983;Crowley1985a), we measuredperformanceat 33' -34
sen to approximatethe field body temperature(Tb)of active animalsin summer (Grant and Dunham 1988; see table 5). Lizardswere not fed during
their brief stay in captivity.
Individual lizards at both sites are assigned unique toe clips. For each
lizard we recorded toe-clip number, sex, size (body mass in grams, snoutto-vent length [SVL]in millimeters, hind limb length in millimeters), reproductive condition of females (not gravid, developing follicles, gravid, recently oviposited; determined by palping), tail condition (whole, broken,
and regenerating),and length (mm), and noted anyvisible injuries.Age was
determined from capture-recapturerecords.We presently analyzedataonly
on adults in two age categories: "young" (age 1 yr) or "older"adults (age 2
or 3 yr). Hatchlings and very old lizards (>3 yr, potentially senescing) are
uncommon in our samples. To achieve some balance in our analysesof variance, we must therefore exclude dataon hatchlingsand very old adults.
We raced lizards "blind"with respect to identity and age; however, some
young adults can be conspicuously smaller than older adults. We were un-
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able to race lizardsblind with respect to locality and sex as both the provenance and sex of individualsare morphologicallyobvious.
Measuring Speed and Stamina
Methods of measuring sprint speed follow Huey and Dunham (1987). In
brief, lizardswere chased down a 2-m racetrack(rubberizedsubstrate).Photocell stations were positioned at 0.25-m intervalsalong the trackand connected to a computer (Miles and Smith1987). A sprintinglizardwould break
the photocell beams, and the intervalspeeds (m . s-') between all photocell
stations were automaticallyrecorded. Lizardswere raced six times, usually
with 1 h rest between trials. The single fastest 0.5-intervalamong all six
trials served as the estimate of maximal speed for each lizard. Methods of
measuring stamina follow Huey et al. (1984). Lizardswere placed on the
moving belt (0.5 km . h-1) of a treadmill.The elapsed time (decimal minutes) until the lizardwas exhausted (validatedby loss of rightingresponse)
indexed stamina.Staminawas measuredonly once.
Effectof ToeLoss
Lizardsin population studies are typically identified by unique toe clips
(Tinkle 1967; Dunham 1980), and lizards sometimes lose toes naturally,
presumably from injuries or encounters with predators. To determine
whether toe loss influences sprint speed, we regressed residual speed on
number of clipped toes, where the residuals of log speed were obtained
from a regression with locality, sex, and cube root of mass as covariates.The
averagenumberof toes clipped was 3.5 for Boquillas (range = 2-6), and 3.6
(range = 1-6) for Grapevine.This analysiswas conducted for the 1984 and
1985 datasets only.
Effectof Body Temperature
To determine the effect of body temperatureon sprintspeed, we measured
speeds of individuallizardsat 280, 33.5*, and 37' C following general protocols in Hertz et al. (1983). These Tb'sbracketmost of the Tb'sexperienced
by these lizards in nature (Boquillas: median = 32.8*C, Q, and Q3 [lower
and upper interquartilesof Tb]= 31.80 and 33.90C, range = 26.4'-39.5*C;
Grapevine Hills: median = C,
Q1 and Q3 = 30.90 and 33.80C, range
= 26.20-36.6 OC;B. Grant,personal communication). Criticalthermal limits, used to fix the endpoints for locomotor performancecurves, were measured according to the method of Hertz et al. (1983). Speed-versus-Tbdata
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for each individual were analyzed by means of a modified minimum-polygon algorithm (van Berkum 1986), which allowed us to calculate the temperature ("optimal") at which lizards sprint fastest, the range of temperaturesacrosswhich lizardscan runat 95%and 80%of maximalspeed (indices
of the degree of thermal specialization), and the relative speeds of lizards
at variousfield activitytemperatures(see Hertzet al. 1983).
Effectof TailLoss
We conducted both descriptive and experimental analyses of whether tail
loss influences speed and stamina. First,we compared locomotor performances of two "tail classes" of lizards, those with complete versus those
with broken (often partlyregenerated) tails. Foreach area,sex, and age class
(young and older adults), we calculated univariatet-tests of speed and of
stamina between the two tail classes. For each population, we also conducted an ANOVAwith age, sex, and tail category as class variables (with
two- and three-way interactions). Second, we conducted a repeated-measures experiment (summer 1984) for speed. Lizardswith complete tails
from an areanear the Boquillas site were raced six times and then randomly
separated into three groups: control (n = 6, tails intact), with 1Vlength of
tail experimentallyremoved (n = 6), and with 2/3length of tail removed (n
= 7). One day laterwe reracedeach lizardsix times to determine the effect
of tail loss on speed.
OverallAnalyses
Prior to analyses we excluded several types of data. If an individual was
measured (hence raced) twice in 1 yr, we analyzed its performancein only
the firstset of trials.Similarly,if an individualwas raced in 2 or more yr, we
analyzedits performancedataonly for the lastyear.These exclusions ensure
that data are statisticallyindependent. If an individualwas injured (usually
a broken tail) during or just before a trial and appeared disabled, it was
excluded from analysis. If an individualwould not sprintwell (i.e., jumped
down the trackor ranalong the wall of the track)or runwell (jumpedrepeatedly when placed on the treadmill), it was excluded. Omissions due to injuries or to poor performanceeliminated 17 individuals (3%of the total) for
speed and 21 individuals (5% of the total) for stamina. No individual was
excluded from the repeatability analyses; however, if an individual was
raced in 3 yr, we analyzed repeatabilityonly between the firstand second
years, thus ensuring independence of data.
The effects on performanceof locality, sex, age, and year were analyzed
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in four-wayANOVAs.Staminawas log transformedto reduce skewness. Fratios for locality, sex, and age were estimated with the (effect)-by-yearinteraction as error terms (year was considered a random effect; see Sokal
and Rohlf 1981). Analyses of covariancewere performedwith log SVLas a
covariate. Heterogeneity of slope tests is not reported unless it was significant.
In some correlationsbetween body size and performance,we estimated
the residual hind limb length and the residual body mass. Residualswere
calculated from least-squaresregressions of log hind limb length or log
body mass on log SVL,respectively.

Results
GeneralAspectsofLocomotorPerformance
The overall frequencydistributionfor sprintspeed (at 32C) is approxwith
an
distributed
average speed of 2.10 (SD
(fig. 1A),
imately normally
= 0.355 m s-', range = 1.01-3.24 m s-1, N= 567 individuals;table 1). The
1
distributionfor staminaat 0.5 km - h-'
is, however, stronglyand positively
skewed (fig. 1B). Although most Sceloporus merriami become exhausted
in a few minutes (X = 3.4 min, SD = 1.207, range = 0.9-12.3, N = 432;
table 1), a few lizards are exceptional. For example, a 2-yr-old male from
Boquillas maintained a speed of 0.5 km - h-' for 12.3 min, and a 1-yr-old
female from Boquillas went 11.5 min. These performanceswere at least 3.5
times greater than the average for Boquillas lizards or greater than 6 SD
above the population mean.
TemporalRepeatabilityof Speed and of Stamina
Huey and Dunham (1987) reported that speed of individuallizardswas repeatable between 1984 and 1985. Additionaldata (1987 and 1988) support
and extend thatobservation.Speed in the firstyearof racingexplained 24.4%
of the variance in speed in the second year (F[1,81] = 37.00, P < 0.001, N
= 86), when the effects of sex and locality are controlled in an ANCOVA.No
individualwas racedsuccessively for 3 yr. Only seven individualswere raced
in years 1 and 3, and the speed of these individualsin year 1 did not predict
their speed 2 yr later (r= 0.2, P= 0.66).
An individual's stamina in 1 yr significantlypredicted its stamina a year
later (ANCOVA,F[1,65] = 13.65, P< 0.001, N= 70), but staminain year 1
explained only 16.2%of the variancein staminain year 2. Only 11 individuals had their staminameasuredsuccessively for 3 yr. Staminashowed a weak
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Fig. 1. Locomotorperformance of Sceloporus merriami. Data forfemales
(ages 1-3)from Boquillas are used as examples. A, Speed (m - s-1); B,
stamina (time at 0.5 km . h-1).

tendency to be correlated across 3 yr, but the correlationwas insignificant
(Kendall coefficient of concordance W= 0.23, P > 0.25).

CorrelatesofPerformance
Locality. In all 16 sets of paired comparisons (i.e., by population and age
class, table 1), GrapevineHills lizardswere fasteron averagethan were Bo-
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Variation
quillas animals (binomial test, P< 0.001). Grapevinelizardswere also faster
in an ANOVAwith locality, sex, and age as class variables(F[1,3] = 16.71, P
= 0.02) and in an ANCOVAwith sex, locality, and age class as main effects
and SVLas the covariate(F[1,558] = 29.47, P< 0.001).
The two populationshad similarstamina.In 9 of 12 pairedcomparisons(P
< 0.10), Grapevinelizardshad absolutelygreaterstaminathandid Boquillas
animals (table 1). Nevertheless, locality was not significant (F[1,2] = 0.73,
P = 0.48) in an ANOVAwith locality, sex, age, and year as main effects.
Sex. Males were fasterthan females. In 14 of 16 sets of paired comparisons
(P < 0.005), males were absolutelyfasterthanwere females (table 1). Males
were significantlyfasterthanfemales when age class, locality,and yearwere
controlled (F[1,3] = 66.16, P= 0.0039) or even when SVLwas controlled in
an ANCOVA(F[1,558] = 25.91, P < 0.0001). Moreover,males were significantlyfasterthan nongravidfemales (datain table 3, below).
Malesand females had similarstamina.In only 7 of 12 sets of paired comparisons (P > 0.5; table 1), males had greaterstaminathan did females. The
similarstaminaof males and females was evident also when age class, locality, and year were controlled (F[1,2] = 3.29, P = 0.21) or when age class,
locality, and SVLwere controlled in anANCOVA(F[1,423] = 0.12, P= 0.73).
The equivalent stamina of sexes held even when gravid females were excluded (dataon nongravidfemales in table 3, below).
Age. Older adults (2-3-yr-olds) were slightly slower but may have had
slightly greaterstaminathan did young adults (1-yr-olds). In 11 of 16 paired
comparisons (P > 0.1), older adults were slower than young adults; however, in 8 of 12 comparisons (P> 0.1), older adults had more stamina(table
1). The statistical significance of the effects of age on locomotor performance was, however, marginal.(In partthis might reflect small samples of
old lizards,especially old females from Boquillas.) The decline in speed of
older adults approached significance in a four-way ANOVA (F[1,3], P
= 0.065). Similarly,the increase in staminaof older adults approachedsignificance in a four-wayANOVA(F[1,2] = 11.25, P = 0.079). In overall linear
regressions for lizards aged 1-3, age had a negative but marginaleffect on
speed (slope = -0.04, P = 0.053, N = 567) and a positive and significant
effect on stamina (slope = 0.070, P = 0.003, N = 432). Nevertheless, the

proportionsof variancein performanceaccounted for by adultage were very
small (r2 = 0.007, r2 = 0.021, for speed and stamina,respectively).
Year.Averagespeed of lizardsfrom the two populations did not varysignificantly between 1984 and 1985 (Huey and Dunham 1987). However, in the
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largerdataset (table 1), both speed (F[3,542] = 5.93, P< 0.001) and stamina
(F[2,412] = 4.80, P = 0.009) varied significantlyamong years. An area-byyear interaction approached significance for speed (F[3,542] = 2.46, P
= 0.062) and was significantfor stamina (F[3,412] = 3.17, P = 0.043). The
area-by-yearinteractions reflect the slightly greater interyearvariationfor
Grapevinethanfor Boquillas lizards (table 1).
Staminawas relatively more variableamong years than was speed (table
1), even though staminawas measured in fewer years. Because stamina is
highly skewed (fig. 1B), we used median, not mean, staminasin these calculations. The percentage difference among years for the eight age, sex, and
locality classes (the smallest value as a percentage difference of the largest
value) averaged17.6%for stamina,but only 11.9%for speed.
To determine whether the locomotor performanceof animals of different
age and sex responded similarly in differentyears, we computed Kendall
coefficients of concordances among years. Speed and stamina in different
years were each generally concordant across populations, age, and sex
classes (speed: W= 0.33, P = 0.05; stamina: W= 0.52, P < 0.025). Lizards
were usually fastest in 1984 and 1985, slowest in 1987 and 1988. Lizards
usually had the greateststaminain 1987 and the least in 1988.
Body Size. In univariaterank (Spearman) correlations, speed was significantly correlatedwith residual hind limb length (morphological measurements log transformed;see Materialand Methods; r = 0.21, P < 0.001, N
= 426) and hind limb length (r = 0.15, P = 0.002, N = 426), but not with
body mass (r = 0.08, P = 0.07, N= 567), SVL(r = 0.07, P = 0.07, N= 567),
or residual mass (r = 0.01, P = 0.85, N = 567). Staminawas significantly
correlatedwith hind limb length (r = 0.20, P< 0.001, N= 416), body mass
(r= 0.21, P< 0.001, N= 432), and SVL(r= 0.20, P< 0.001, N= 432), but
not with residual hind limb length (r = 0.07, P= 0.17, N= 416) or residual
body mass (r = 0.06, P= 0.21, N= 432).
The above patterns are, however, partially confounded by intercorrelations between the size variables and by influences of sex and locality.
Therefore,we conducted canonical correlationanalyses.These multivariate
analyses determine whether a linear combinationof the size variables(SVL,
body mass, hind limb length) is correlatedwith a linear combinationof performancevariables(speed and stamina). To control for locality and sex, we
ran separate analyses for four combinations of sex and of locality. These
analyses are necessarily restrictedto data from 1987 and 1988, years when
both speed and staminawere measured.
Size and performancevariableswere uncorrelatedin females (table 2).
The canonical correlationswere not significantfor females from Boquillas
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tr = U.Zo;WlKS S iamoDa =

u.r9; oi = o,60; r = u. / /) or mnosefrom ,rapevine (r= 0.31; lambda = 0.89; df = 6,112; P= 0.39). A canonical redundancy

analysis shows that neither canonical variablewas a good predictor of the
opposite variable:the proportion of explained variancewas less than 0.07
in all cases.
Size and performancevariableswere significantlycorrelatedin males, but
the relationshipswere weak (table 2). Size and staminawere positively correlated, but size and speed were essentially uncorrelated. The canonical
correlationwas marginallysignificantfor Boquillas males (r = 0.42; lambda
= 0.77; df = 6,88; P = 0.062). The three size variables were weakly and

positively correlatedwith the performancevariable,which itself was moderately correlatedwith staminaand very weakly with speed. The proportions
of varianceexplained by the canonical correlatefor performanceversus that
for size were only 0.08 and 0.11, respectively.The canonicalcorrelationwas
significant for Grapevine males (r = 0.38; lambda = 0.85; df = 6,184; P

= 0.017). The three size variableswere weakly correlatedwith the performance variable,which was weakly correlatedwith stamina.The proportions
of varianceexplained by the canonical correlatefor male performanceversus size are only 0.07 and 0.13, respectively.
Reproductive State ofFemales. Females belonging to the four reproductive

categories did not differsignificantlyin speed (F[3,196] = 0.87, P= 0.46) or
in stamina (F[3,150] = 0.91, P = 0.44) (table 3). Gravid females were only

5%slower than were nongravidfemales, but even this difference was not
significant(F[1,150] = 1.61, P = 0.21). Gravidand nongravidfemales were
also very similarin stamina(F[1,137] = 0.14, P= 0.71). Ideally, this analysis
should be based on a controlled, repeated-measuresdesign (i.e., individual
females when gravidand nongravid).
Toe Loss and Sprint Performance

Sprintspeed was unaffectedby toe loss (maximumsix lost toes). In a regression analysisof datafor Boquillas and Grapevinelizardsfrom 1984 to 1985,
residual sprint speed (see Materialand Methods) was not significantlyrelated to the numberof toes lost (t= -0.917, P= 0.87, N= 304).
Tail Loss and Locomotor Performance
Descriptive Analysis. Naturally broken tails did not affect speed or stamina.
Animals with complete versus those with broken tails differed significantly
in none of the 24 comparisons involving stamina and in only one of those
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TABLE
Sprintspeed (m . s-') beforeand after experimental removal ofpart
of a lizard's tail
Fractionof Tail LengthRemoved
Trial
1 (before)
2 (after)

0 (control)a
2.41
2.50

2

2

2.29
2.45

2.53
2.56

Note. N= 6 in all cases.
aTails intact.

involving speed. Moreover,animals with complete tails had higher performance thananimalswith broken tails in only 12 of 24 (P = 1.0) comparisons
involving staminaand in only 16 of 24 (P < 0.1) involving speed. Analyses
of variance (age, sex, locality, and tail-breakcategoryas classes) reaffirmed
this pattern.Tail-breakcategoryhad no significanteffect on speed (F[1,553]
= 0.12, P= 0.73, N= 567) or stamina (F[1,418] = 0.27, P= 0.60, N= 432),
and none of the interactionterms involving tail-breakcategorywas significant either (all two- and three-wayP> 0.17).
Tail-LossExperiment.Ourtail-loss experiments confirmthe above field patterns:experimental removalof one-thirdor even two-thirdsof the length of
a lizard'stail had no conspicuous effect on sprint speed (table 4). The between-trial (F[1,16] = 1.62, P= 0.22) and treatmenteffects (F[2,16] = 0.72,
P = 0.73) were minor and not significant.
Speed versusStamina
Speed and stamina are weakly correlated when all data were pooled (r
= 0.14, P= 0.015). However,in analysesdivided by sex and population,only
three of the four correlations were positive, and none of the correlations
was significant (all P > 0.11). (See also the canonical correlation analysis, above.)
Temperatureand SprintSpeed
Body temperaturehad a profound effect on sprintspeed (table 5). The estimated optimal temperatures for sprinting for the two populations were
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nearlyidenticaland averaged32.7 0C,veryclose to the median temperatures
of field active animals (Boquillas = 32.80C, Grapevine= 32.3C). Boquillas
(N= 7) and Grapevine(N= 8) animalsalso did not differsignificantly(both
P > 0.1) in either lower or upper limits (critical thermal limits), and the
pooled averagesfor these limits were 14.1oC and 41.5 *C,respectively.
In most species (Huey et al. 1989), field active animalsare normallyactive
at temperaturesclose to the optimum for sprinting. Sceloporus merriami
are similar:performance (relative to that at the optimum temperature)for
the interquartilefield temperatures(i.e., the Tb'Sdelimiting the central50%
of all Tbrecords) never dropped below 93%,and performanceof lizardsat
their median field temperatureaveragedgreaterthan95%.

Discussion
Until recently, individual variation in physiological capacities has been
largelyignored (Bennett 1987;Bennett and Huey 1990). Yet individualvariation is a worthy focus of investigation because it can serve as an effective
base for studying the mechanistic bases of variationin performance (Garland 1984, 1985; Gleeson and Harrison1988) and because it may have profound ecological and evolutionary consequences (Arnold 1983; Bennett
1987; Huey and Dunham 1987; Pough 1989; Bennett and Huey 1990;Jayne
and Bennett 1990). The study of individualvariationcan often be enhanced
by working with demographically known populations in multiple years.
Here we summarizeour findings on individual,populational,between-year
variationin locomotor performance.We examine firstthe magnitudeof individualvariation,then the long-termrepeatabilityof individualperformance,
and finallysome possible correlatesof individualperformance.
A conspicuous trendis the markedvariationamong individualsin locomotor performance.Some adultsranthree times fasterthandid others (fig. 1A).
Lizardsvaried even more strikinglyin stamina (fig. 1B). In particular,a few
had
individualsshowed highly unusual capacities:two "ultramarathoners"
stamina times that were more than six SDs above the mean. The highly
skewed distributionfor stamina (fig. 1B) is not, however, unusual for reptiles. Distributionsof stamina of hatchling fence lizards (Sceloporus occidentalis, Tsuji et al. 1989) and of neonate gartersnakes (Thamnophissirtalis, Garland1988) are also highly skewed. The mechanistic bases for the
extreme staminaof some individualreptiles is largely unexplored. Perhaps
extreme individuals have greatly enhanced cardiovascularcapacities (e.g.,
higher hemoglobin, greater maximum oxygen consumption) or greater
muscle mass (Bennett 1980b;Bennett et al. 1984;Garland1984, 1985).
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The variationin locomotor performance is generally repeatable at several
levels:
i) Speed of individualSceloporusmerriamiis repeatableacrosstemperature (Huey and Dunham 1987); that is, an individualthat is relativelyfast at
one temperatureis relativelyfastat other temperatures,at least in the normal
activity range. This pattern appears general for reptiles (Bennett 1980a,
1987; Huey and Hertz 1984a; Kaufmannand Bennett 1989), and no exception is known.
ii) In the 1984-1985 data for sprint speed (Huey and Dunham 1987),
males were consistently faster than were females, Grapevine lizards were
consistently faster than were Boquillas lizards (Huey and Dunham 1987),
and speed was not significantlydifferentbetween years. The firsttwo findings were reinforced by data from 1987-1988. However, we now find that
speed as well as staminadid varysignificantlyamong years (table 1), but the
interyearvariationin speed was relatively minor. Variationin staminawas
somewhat greaterbut was unrelatedto sex or locality.
iii) Speeds of individual lizards measured in both 1984 and 1985 were
significantly repeatable (Huey and Dunham 1987). Data from additional
years reinforce that conclusion. Moreover, stamina is also repeatable between years.These correlationsare robustdespite the fact that no individual
was deleted from the analysis. Thus, our samples include lizards whose
physical condition varied dramaticallybetween years because of injuries,
reproductive condition, age, and environmentalvariation.Locomotorperformances did not appear repeatable over 3 yr; however, our samples are
very small.
The between-yearrepeatabilityof locomotor performanceof individuals
appearsgeneral among reptiles. Staminaand speed of 2-wk-old lizards (S.
occidentalis) were positively related to their stamina and speed over 1 yr
later, even though the lizardshad grown by more than 10-fold in body mass
during that interval (van Berkum et al. 1989). Speed and stamina are also
repeatable between years in growing garter snakes (T. sirtalis;Jayne and
Bennett 1989b). Speed is also repeatable in greyhounds and in thoroughbred racehorses (see Huey and Dunham 1987). However, speed and stamina are not correlatedin larvalversus transformedsalamanders(Ambystoma
tigrinum; Shaffer,Austin, and Huey 1991). The long-term repeatabilityof
performance in reptiles encourages further studies of the mechanistic bases
of individual variation (Garland 1984, 1985; Bennett 1987; Gleeson and
Harrison 1988) as well as the ecological consequences of that variation
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(Arnold 1986; Huey and Dunham 1987; Bennett and Huey 1990;Jayne and
Bennett 1990).
InterpopulationalDiferences in Speed
Differences in speed between populations can be analyzed in mechanistic
and evolutionaryterms. The mechanical reasons for fasterspeeds of Grapevine lizardsare unclear. Grapevinelizards do not have relativelylong hind
limbs when animals of similar body SVLare compared (table 1), but we
could not test this in an ANCOVAbecause the slopes were heterogeneous.
Froman evolutionaryperspective, lizardpopulationsfromareaswith high
ratesof predationare often fast relativeto those from areaswith lower rates
of predation (Crowley 1985a;Snell et al. 1988;Bennettand Huey 1990). We
see the opposite patternhere: Grapevinelizards,which have relativelylow
mortalityrates (Dunham et al. 1989), are relatively fast (table 1). Several
explanations are possible. First,Boquillas is hotter, drier,and has lower insect densities (Dunham et al. 1989), so perhaps the unexpectedly low
speeds of lizards from Boquillas in midsummer reflects greater physical
stress. This could be tested by comparingpopulations duringa less stressful
season. Second, the limestone rocks at Boquillas are small relative to the
granitic boulders at Grapevine, and Grapevine lizards tend to run farther
during social and predatoryencounters (A. E. Dunham and K. L. Overall,
unpublished observations).Third,perhapsmortalityratesare simply an unreliable indicatorof predationratesin these populations,or high speed does
not enhance escape from predators.
CorrelationsInvolving Performance
Size, Sex, Population. Population,sex, and body size (mass, SVL,hind limb
length) all influence locomotor performance, but the influence appears
small. In fact, in the repeatabilityanalysisfor stamina,population, sex, and
size accounted for less of the variancethan did "individual"identity. In the
canonical correlationanalyses, size and performancewere uncorrelatedin
females and only weakly correlated in males. Correlationsbetween size
measures and performanceare apparentonly when populations and sexes
are lumped.
Body size in other lizards correlates strongly with performance (Huey
1982; Huey and Hertz 1984b;Garland1984, 1985; Snell et al. 1988). Correlations between relative hind limb length and speed are only sometimes
significant (Garland 1984, 1985; Miles 1987; Snell et al. 1988; Losos and
Sinervo 1989;van Berkumet al. 1989). The weak or absent correlationsbe-
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tween size measures and performancehere may well reflect the very small
size rangeof adult S. merriami (table 1) relativeto thatof previouslystudied
lizards.
Age. Shiftsin physiological capacitiesduringearlyontogeny have been documented for a few species (Pough 1977, 1978, 1989;van Berkumet al. 1989;
Jayneand Bennett 1989b). However,whether performanceshifts as an adult
ages is rarelyknown (Clutton-Brock,Ginness, and Albon 1982), largelybecause physiological ecologists rarelyknow the ages of their adult study organisms. By studyingperformancein a demographicallyknown population,
we did know the ages of studied individuals and were able to exploit this
informationto examine performancein young (1-yr-old)versus older (2-3yr-old) adults.
Age has marginallysignificantbut very minor effects on performance(table 1); interestingly,age seems to affectspeed andstaminain opposite ways.
Older lizardslose speed but generally gain stamina(table 1).
Some individuals (especially males) do survive, although very rarely,
more than 3 yr. The averagecohort generationtime for these populations is
about 112yr (Dunham 1980; Dunham et al. 1989), such that even a 3-yr-old
lizard is relatively old. Although our samples of lizards older than 3 yr are
small, the age-dependent patterns described above appear to continue.
Thus, 4-5-yr-olds were slow, but (except for old Boquillas females, which
were very rare) maintained high stamina (R. B. Huey, A. E. Dunham, and
K. L.Overall,unpublished data).A senescent decline in sprintspeed occurs
in greyhounds (Ryan1975) and humans.

Environmental CorrelatesofInteryear Variation
Year had significanteffects on both speed and stamina,but interyearvariation appears more markedfor stamina. Does the between-yearvariationin
performance reflect rainfall patterns?Rainfall might influence locomotor
performancein complex waysvia effects on hydrationstate (Crowley 1985b;
Bradshaw1986;Wilson and Harvel1989), food abundanceand feeding success (Dunham 1978, 1980), or even density-dependent population feedback. Given that dataare availablefor very few years (speed for four years,
staminafor 3 yr), any analysismust presentlybe suggestive at best.
Staminawas highest in 1987, intermediate in 1986, and lowest in 1988
(table 1). In a given year,staminacorrelatespositively with cumulativerainfall duringthe previousfall and winter (table 6). Staminaof anotheriguanid
lizard, Uta stansburiana, is very sensitive to dehydrationstate (Wilson and
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TABLE 6

Cumulative rainfall (cm) in seasonspreceeding
performance measurements
Grapevineb

Boquillasa
Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

Fallc

Winterd

Total

Fallc

Winterd

Total

7.7
9.2
8.6
16.4
6.3

2.0
7.6
2.4
7.2
1.7

9.7
16.7
11.0
23.6
8.0

5.6
9.9
16.9
17.4
5.3

3.3
9.1
5.9
10.3
2.6

8.9
19.0
22.8
27.7
7.9

a

Datafrom Rio GrandeVillage.
b Datafrom Panther
Junction.
c Fall = September+ October.
d Winter = November-March.

Harvel 1989). Unfortunately,the hydrationstate of our lizards in different
years is unknown.
Speed was highest in 1984 and 1985, lowest in 1987 and 1988 (table 1).
Speed in summer is not obviously associated with rainfallin the previous
seasons (table 6). Speed is unaffectedby dehydrationin Sceloporusundulatus (Crowley 1985b).
ToeLoss
Eventhough toes are obviously importantin locomotion (by increasingfriction and stride length), the loss of only a few toes (maximumsix) from toe
clipping or from naturalinjurydid not reduce sprint speed in S. merriami.
In a repeated-measuresexperiment with hatchling S. occidentalis, loss of
toes (four) did not affect speed (R. B. Huey, unpublished data). Given that
toe clipping is the standard method of individually marking lizards, the
findings from these two studies are reassuring.At some point, however, the
loss of many toes must affect speed and agility, especially on a complex or
verticalsubstrate.
TailLoss
Manylizards lose partof their tail during encounters with predatorsor conspecifics (Arnold1988). Yet tails are often importantto some lizardsin burst
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locomotion (Snyder1962), and the loss of a tail usuallyreduces sprintspeed
(Arnold 1988). However, in a gecko with a fattail, tail loss actuallyincreases
speed (Daniels 1983). In S. merriami, a lizardwith a thin tail, tail loss does
not affect speed. This pattern holds for lizards both with naturaland with
experimentaltail breaks.The lack of an effect of tail loss in S. merriamimay
reflect the skinny and short (1.4-1.5 times SVL)tails of this species relative
to those of other lizardsstudied.
The extent of naturaltail loss did not significantlyaffectsprintspeed in T.
sirtalis (Jayneand Bennett 1989a). Experimentalablationof the distal twothirdsof the tail reduced speed, but only by 4.5%.
Body Temperature
Body temperaturehas a profound effect on the sprintspeed of S. merriami,
as it does in other lizards(e.g., Bennett 1980a;Hertzet al. 1983;van Berkum
1985, 1986). The normal body temperaturesof most species, including S.
merriami (table 5), are close to or coincident with temperaturesat which
they run fastest (but see Huey and Bennett 1987; Huey et al. 1989).
Desert species of lizardsoften have a relativelyhigh optimal temperature
for sprintingand a high criticalthermalmaximum(see, e.g., Heatwole 1976;
Greer 1980; Huey and Bennett 1987). Surprisingly,S. merriami, an animal
living in a thermally extreme desert for Sceloporus (Grant and Dunham
1988), has an optimal sprint temperature (32.60C) and a critical thermal
maximum (41.6oC) that are slightly lower than those of four other species
of Sceloporusthat live in much cooler environments (range of optimal temperatures = 33.3o-35.1oC; range of critical thermal maximum = 42.8044.70C;van Berkum 1985; Crowley 1985a). The relativelylow optimal and
critical temperaturesfor S. merriami may reflect its origin from a species
group (the couchi-gadovi group) that probably had its origin in riparian
habitats,not deserts (Dunham 1980).

Conclusions
We studied variationin performancein Sceloporusmerriami because of the
backgroundinformationavailableon demographyand ecology. We wish to
emphasize two particularadvantages that accrued from studying demographicallyknown populations:
i) Because recapturedlizardscould be uniquely identified, we were able
to determine thatindividualperformanceis significantlyrepeatableover periods as long as 1 yr. The temporalrepeatabilityof performanceis known in
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only a few other populations (Jayne and Bennett 1989b;van Berkumet al.
1989), despite the fact that knowing the degree of temporal repeatability
is crucial to some physiological (Bennett 1987) and evolutionaryanalyses
(Falconer 1981; Arnold 1986; Huey and Dunham 1987; Bennett and
Huey 1990).
ii) Because the age of each individualwas known, we were able to discover not only that the effects of adult age on performancewere minor, but
also thatthe effects of age on speed appearedopposite to those on stamina.
The mechanistic reasons of this unexpected finding are unexplored. Our
studies suggest thatthe ontogenetic dynamicsof physiological capacitiesin
naturalpopulations may be more complex than expected from studies of
humansand laboratoryanimals (Shock et al. 1984).
Studies of demographicallyknown populations do, however, have associated disadvantages. Establishing a marked and known-age population is
difficultand time consuming. One alternativeis collaborationwith a demographerwho alreadyhas a markedpopulation. However, certainphysiological experiments (e.g., invasive,terminal,or long-durationones) maynot be
possible on such populations, for these would interfere with the demographicpatternsthemselves. This problem maynecessitate either establishing markedpopulationsthatare used only for experimentsor using noninvasive experiments when possible (Burggren1987).
Our study also demonstrates the advantagesof studying populations in
multiple years.Because performancevariesamong years,a single-yearstudy
may not adequately characterizea population's average capacities. Moreover, the existence of between-yearvariationin performanceopens opportunities for analyzing environmentaland selective correlates of that variation. Demographershave long appreciatedthis general point (Tinkle 1979).
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